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a b s t r a c t

With the continuous expansion in the network scale and growing popular Internet applications, the shar-
ply increasing electrical consumption and even carbon dioxide emissions have became bottlenecks of the
future network development. Consequently, greening network comes to a very important issue. Foremost,
ensuring the scalability and robustness, we divide the network into multiple domains for the distributed
routing and management. As these tendencies undergo widespread attentions, providing solutions for
multi-domain green networks are of the utmost importance. This paper enables the power conservation
in multi-domain IP over WDM networks by means of presenting a power- and port-cost- efficient
approach. This approach delves into power-efficient channel provisions of connection demands and an
effective integration of the hybrid grooming and the waveband merging. For each intra-domain connec-
tion demand, our method executes the intra-domain hybrid grooming within the physical topology and
updates the power efficiency of this domain in real-time. For each inter-domain connection demand,
through link-cost adjustments, our method first computes the loose route which is the most power-effi-
cient path from the source border node to the destination border node within the logical topology. The
link-cost adjustment aims to make the loose route traverse over higher power-efficient domains and log-
ical links. Next, it orderly performs the intra-domain hybrid grooming between two selected border
nodes in each traversed domain of this loose route, from the source node to the selected border node
in the source domain and from the selected border node to the destination node in the destination
domain. In final, within each single domain, our method merges several full-loaded lightpath segments
into a single waveband tunnel along with more than two physical hops by the intra-domain waveband
merging. The Optical Cross-Connect (OXC) ports are able to be further saved. In comparison to the tradi-
tional multi-domain grooming approach, our method exhibits the higher power efficiency and port
savings.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Switching demands electrically on IP layer requires marginal
router power at all of immediate nodes, while promisingly, one
practical method embedded by an IP over Wavelength-Division-
Multiplexing (WDM) network can overcome this drawback. It is
called the hybrid grooming and it has two key components [1]:
(a) the traffic grooming migrates multiple IP-level demands into
a high-capacity lightpath to reduce electrical Transmission Ports
(TPs), and (b) the optical bypass ensures a lightpath can be
switched as an All-optical (OOO) single unit without having any
intermediate Optical-Electrical-Optical (OEO) conversions. As a
consequence, the power consumed by router ports and OEO
operations are thereby greatly decreased. As shown in Fig. 1, on
the upper IP layer, the electrical switching consumes twelve TPs
ll rights reserved.
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(i.e., ports 1–12). Nevertheless, based on the hybrid grooming,
these demands from IP layer are multiplexed into the lightpath
and switched as an entity (i.e., the solid line on WDM optical layer
of Fig. 1). Accordingly, the traversed devices have been replaced
from power thirsty routers to Optical Cross-Connects (OXCs)
whose power consumptions are negligible. On the basis of assump-
tion above, the hybrid grooming provides the saved power from
twelve TPs in comparison to the electrical switching. On the other
hand, comparing with the traffic grooming without any optical by-
pass (i.e., the dashed line of Fig. 1), two Grooming Matrix Ports
(GMPs) (i.e., ports 22 and 23) and two transceivers (i.e., transceiv-
ers 18 and 19) are saved. However, in the process of executing the
hybrid grooming, the power consumed by establishing lightpaths
is the performance penalty. In Fig. 1, for instance, the power of
six aggregating ports (i.e., ports 33–38), two GMPs (i.e., ports 21
and 24), and two transceivers (i.e., transceivers 17 and 20) are con-
sumed. This observation motivates us to place significant atten-
tions on a novel aspect of the hybrid grooming, and it is the
power efficiency [2]. Without losing a generality, a power-efficient
IP over WDM network should be the network that can save more
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Fig. 1. Hybrid grooming in IP over WDM networks.
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power with the hybrid grooming at the slightly additional cost of
the power consumed by establishing lightpaths. Currently, there
are two main approaches of implementing the hybrid grooming
[3]: (a) only the single-hop lightpath segment can be found to carry
demands, which we call the single-hop hybrid grooming and
(b) several lightpath segments (at least one) are cascaded hop-
by-hop for carrying demands, and each lightpath segment is not
confined to the newly-found one, it can also be the established
one. Approach (b) is called the multi-hop hybrid grooming. Our
previous work [2] has exhibited the better power efficiency of
the latter, and in the following parts of this study, we directly call
the approach (b) as ‘‘hybrid grooming’’ for simplicity.

On the other hand, for the purpose of security and scalability in
a multi-domain optical network, the single domain operator shares
scarce information resource with the others from the different do-
mains. Furthermore, the accurate information of physical topolo-
gies and link states is not within the scope of the inter-domain
information exchange. In other words, the partial information ori-
ented and inter-domain hybrid grooming is not easily imple-
mented in the whole network through the single stepping. This
unique characteristic makes the multi-domain hybrid grooming
for the power efficiency become a more complex issue. Fig. 2
exhibits the physical topology of a typical multi-domain optical
Fig. 2. The physical topology of a multi-domain optical network.
network, wherein two types of physical links are involved: the in-
tra-domain link denoted as a thin line and the inter-domain link of
a coarse line. Two nodes within the same domain are connected by
an intra-domain link while the inter-domain link is built between
two border nodes (i.e., dark circles) of its two adjacent domains.
Each border node has the knowledge of both its located domains’
physical topology and the global information of physical link
states, while the other interior nodes exclusively know the local
information.

As performed in the previous work [4], we require making the
abstraction of the global topology to form a two-layered topology
structure. This structure includes an abstracted logical topology
on high layer and independent and single-domain physical topolo-
gies on low layer, shown in Fig. 3. The full-mesh scheme is adopted
to enable the topology abstraction. In detail, we find at most
K ðK P 1Þ different shortest paths as a group for each border node
pair within every domain in Fig. 2, and each path group is
abstracted into a logical link (denoted as a dashed line on the high
layer of Fig. 3). One member of the path group also belongs to the
respective logical link and is known as the logical sub-link. Owing
to the tight relationship between the saved power of the hybrid
grooming and the number of physical routing hops [5], each link
of Fig. 2 has one unit of cost in the case of exploiting the full-mesh
scheme described above. Hereafter, on the high layer of Fig. 3, each
domain has been changed into a meshed area that includes its own
logical links and border nodes, and the global multi-domain
physical topology has became into a logical one that includes all
of logical links, border nodes and inter-domain links; on the low
layer of Fig. 3, the global multi-domain physical topology has been
divided into several independent and single-domain physical
topologies.
1.1. Related works

Zhu [6] first estimated the Bit-Error-Rate (BER) evolution of
mixed regenerator operations by their analytical model, and then
addressed the cost- and power-efficient design in translucent
optical networks based on the estimation above. This approach
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Fig. 3. Two-layered topology structure converted from Fig. 2.
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effectively reduced the cost and power consumption of translucent
networks via replacing some of OEO 3R regenerators with OOO 2R
ones. Meanwhile, the end-to-end optical signal quality was still
maintained. For the transparent WDM optical network, Angelo
[7] proposed a power-aware routing and wavelength assignment
algorithm known as Load Based Cost (LBC). The LBC improved
the overall power efficiency by shutting down as many unused
optical amplifiers as possible. Moreover, a modified version of
the First Fit (FF) wavelength assignment was also entailed in LBC
to realize the further power efficiency improvements. With aim
to save power in IP-over-WDM networks featuring time-of-
the-day traffic variation, Zhang et al. [8] presented a novel
approach of shutting down idle line cards and chassis owned by
routers from the Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model
to heuristics. Meanwhile, the amount of network element reconfig-
urations and re-routings caused by the traffic disruption were both
minimized. Chen and Jaekel [9] detailed a power-efficient hybrid
grooming with the awareness of demand holding times. An ILP for-
mulation was also described for minimizing the component power
consumption under both static and dynamic cases. The static
router-port power reduction was enabled by the sub-wavelength
multiplexing while the dynamic power undergoes reduction via
minimizing the amount of electrical switching. The power savings
brings up to 7%–40% gain by utilizing the knowledge of demand
holding times. Another time-aware hybrid grooming for the power
minimization was proposed by Zhang et al. [10]. They formulated
an ILP model for the power reduction under the static case where
all connection demands with their setup and tear-down times
were known in advance. On the other hand, a layered graph-based
grooming heuristic with the time awareness was also taken into
account for the dynamic case. Observed from simulation results,
the Time Aware Traffic Grooming (TATG) exhibited the least power
consumption when the traffic load was relatively low. Similarly,
Xia et al. [11] also presented a novel auxiliary graph-based groom-
ing scheme to minimize the total operational power. The auxiliary
graph captured the power consumption of each provisioning
operation. Performance evaluation demonstrated that the scheme
in [11] required the less operational power in comparison to the
direct-lightpath approach. Another important conclusion was
claimed that the higher power efficiency can be enabled by execut-
ing the hybrid grooming at end nodes instead of intermediate ones.
Based on a tap-or-pass node architecture, Farahmand et al. [12]
evaluated the performance of the lightpath extension and the
lightpath dropping in terms of the optical power budget. The
considerable power could be saved by using these two grooming
strategies when traffic load was moderate. Meanwhile, a good
trade-off between low blocking probability and high power savings
was well solved. Yang and Kuipers [13] made efforts on the power-
efficient path selection in IP-over-WDM optical networks along
with the scheduled traffic model and exhibited the significant
power savings gained by their power-aware routing algorithm
with the flexible exploiting hybrid grooming.

Overall, the above works are all limited in maximizing power
savings of the hybrid grooming while the power-efficiency oriented
hybrid grooming is not considered yet. Without loosing a general-
ity, a power-efficient IP over WDM network should be the network
that can save more power with the hybrid grooming at the slightly
additional cost of the power consumed by establishing lightpath
segments. While in real-world applications, the connection demand
usually arrives at the network dynamically and the traffic matrix is
unknown in advance. In a word, previous and power-efficient
hybrid grooming approaches are not directly applied to the multi-
domain case owing to the lack of global information.
1.2. Our contributions

Based on the two-layered topology structure in Fig. 3, the main
idea of our planning is described in the following. For each intra-
domain connection demand, we perform the hybrid grooming for
it directly in the located domain on the low layer. If this intra-do-
main hybrid grooming is performed successfully, we establish the
connection for this demand, and then the power efficiency of this
located domain is evaluated for the update. For each inter-domain
connection demand, we first compute a loose route which is the
most power-efficient path from the source border node to the des-
tination border node on the logical topology where each link cost
has been adjusted. In detail, the logical link cost is adjusted accord-
ing to its average number of physical routing hops and traffic load.
It is ensured that the logical link with a lower cost is the more
power-efficient one; the inter-domain link cost is adjusted accord-
ing to the average cost of all the logical links within its two adja-
cent domains. Similarly, the lower inter-domain link cost implies
the higher power efficiency. The objective of link cost adjustments
is to make our loose route traverse over the most power-efficient
domains and consume the most power-efficient logical links of
each domain. Next, we orderly perform the hybrid grooming for
this inter-domain connection demand in its source domain,
traversed domain(s) and the destination domain. In final, this
inter-domain connection demand is carried by continuous light-
path segments, and the highest power efficiency can be enabled.
With aim to further save more OXC ports (e.g., ports 13–16 in
Fig. 1) in each domain, also to achieve the higher power efficiency
once the power consumed by OXCs plays a key role in the future,
the full-loaded lightpath segments are further merged into a wave-
band tunnel along with at least two physical routing hops via the
waveband merging [14]. Due to integrating the hybrid grooming
for power efficiency with the waveband merging for port savings
domain-by-domain, we call this mechanism in each domain as
the intra-domain integrated grooming. Therefore, the measure-
ment of intra-domain power efficiency, the link cost adjustment
for loose route computations and the implementation of intra-
domain integrated grooming are our highlights.
2. Problem statements

2.1. Network model

The physical topology of a multi-domain optical network is
denoted as G(InterL, D) where InterL represents the inter-domain
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link set and the physical topology set D records the physical topol-
ogies of |D| domains and we have D = {Dr(BNr, CNr, IntraLr)|-
r = 1, 2, . . . ,n|D|.}. Towards the physical topology of domain Dr,
the notations BNr, Et and IntraLr are the border node set, interior
node set and the intra-domain link set, respectively. The high layer
logical topology is denoted as Gv(InterL, Dv), where the logical
topology set Dv records logical topologies (i.e., meshed areas) of
|D| domains and we have Dv ¼ fDv

r ðBNr ;VLrÞjr ¼ 1;2; . . . ; jDjg. To-
wards each meshed area of domain Dr, ETP is the logical link set.
Other important parameters and decision variables are introduced
in the following.
2.2. Parameters

Pt is the power consumed by each transceiver;
Pgmp is the power consumed by each grooming matrix port;
Pa is the power consumed by each optical amplifier;
PAP is the power consumed by each (de)-aggregating port;
PTP is the power consumed by each transmission port of the IP

router;
LPr is the set of established lightpath segments of domain Dr;
CRr is the set of successfully groomed intra-domain connection

demands of domain Dr;
ACRr is the set of successfully groomed inter-domain connection

demands added at the domain Dr;
DCRr is the set of successfully groomed inter-domain connection

demands dropped at the domain Dr;
ICR is the set of successfully groomed inter-domain demands of

the whole multi-domain optical network;
W is the set of available wavelengths on each intra-domain link;
WC is the wavelength capacity;
d is the distance between two adjacent in-line optical

amplifiers;
Di,j is the distance of the physical link (i, j), and the case Di;j P d

should be satisfied;
LPy,x,z is the lightpath segment with consuming the wavelength

ky ð1 6 y 6 jWjÞ from node x (x e BNr [ CNr) to node z
(z e BNr [ CNr);

LPt
y;x;z is the number of connection demands carried by the light-

path segment LPy,x,z;
Hy,x,z is the number of physical routing hops of the lightpath

segment LPy,x,z;
VLr

x0 ;z0 is the logical link between the border node x0(x0 e BNr) and
the border node z0(z0 e BNr) of domain Dr, VLr

x0 ;z0 2 VLr;
SVLr

x0 ;z0 ;m is the mth logical sub-link belongs to VLr
x0 ;z0 of domain

Dr;
PHr

x0 ;z0 ;m is the number of physical routing hops of the logical
sub-link SVLr

x0 ;z0 ;m;
PTr

x0 ;z0 ;m is the traffic load of the logical sub-link SVLr
x0 ;z0 ;m;

TBi,j is the used bandwidth of the physical link (i, j);
|X| is the number of elements in set X.
2.3. Decision (Boolean) variables

ci,j is 1 when the physical link (i, j) is consumed by one lightpath
segment; otherwise it is 0.

bi is 1 when the node i is selected as the source-end node of one
lightpath segment; otherwise it is 0.

ui is 1 when the node i is selected as the destination-end node
of one lightpath segment; otherwise it is 0.

ci;j
y;x;z is 1 when the physical link (i, j) is consumed by the light-

path segment LPy,x,z; otherwise it is 0.
ci;j;r

x0 ;z0 ;m is 1 when the physical link (i, j) is consumed by the logical
sub-link SVLr

x0 ;z0 ;m; otherwise it is 0.
2.4. Quantitative model of the intra-domain power efficiency

The intra-domain power efficiency reflects a correlation be-
tween the power consumed by establishing lightpath segments
PCr and the power saved with the hybrid grooming SPr of the do-
main Dr. Among which, PCr has the traffic-independent part PCr

0

and the traffic-dependent part PCr
t , that is:

PCr ¼ PCr
0 þ PCr

t ð1Þ

In Eq. (1), the value of PCr
0 mainly depends on the number of

lightpath segments established in the domain Dr, then we have:

PCr
0 ¼ PCr

EDFA þ 2� jLPr j � ðPt þ PgmpÞ ð2Þ

In Eq. (2), the PCr
EDFA records the total power consumed by opti-

cal amplifiers of the domain Dr and can be computed in the
following:

PCr
EDFA ¼

X
i2BNr[CNr

X
j2BNr[CNr ;j–i

fdðci;j � Di;jÞ=de � 1g � Pa þ Pa

�
X

i2BNr[CNr

bi þ
X

i2BNr[CNr

ui

0
@

1
A ð3Þ

The first half of Eq. (3) statistics the total power consumed by
in-line optical amplifiers while the other half is the total power
consumed by pre- and post-amplifiers of the domain Dr .

In terms of PCr
t , the more demands processed in the domain Dr

brings with the bigger PCr
t , then we have:

PCr
t ¼ 2� PAP � jCRr j þ PAP � ðjACRr j þ jDCRrjÞ ð4Þ

In this study, the power consumed by wavelength conversions
is negligible and performed by pre-configured transceivers at end
nodes of established lightpath segments. In other words, the power
consumed by transceivers, which has been evaluated in Eq. (2), has
involved this part of power consumption.

On the other hand, the power saved with the hybrid grooming
SPr in the domain Dr also has two main parts, they are the saved
power from transmission ports of IP routers SPr

tp, and the saved
power from OEO conversions SPr

oeo, then we have:

SPr ¼ SPr
tp þ SPr

oeo ð5Þ

By using the hybrid grooming in the domain Dr, the more
connection demands carried by lightpath segments and the longer
OOO transmission distance provide the higher SPr

tp, which is
thereby presented in the following

SPr
tp ¼ 2 � PTP �

X
y2W

X
x2BNr[CNr

X
z2BNr[CNr ;z–x

LPt
y;x;z � Hy;x;z ð6Þ

Hy;x;z ¼
X

i2BNr[CNr

X
j2BNr[CNr ;j–i

ci;j
y;x;z 8x; z 2 BNr [ CNr; 8y 2W ð7Þ

The saved power from OEO conversions SPr
oeo is only propor-

tional to OOO transmission distances of lightpath segments in
the domain Dr. Then we have:

SPr
oeo ¼ 2 � ðPt þ PgmpÞ �

X
y2W

X
x2BNr[CNr

X
z2BNr[CNr ;z–x

ðHy;x;z � 1Þ ð8Þ

Without losing a generality, a more power-efficient domain
should use the hybrid grooming to save considerable power at
the slightly additional cost of the power consumption of establish-
ing lightpath segments. Consequently, we entail an important met-
ric PRr, which we call the power ratio, to evaluate the intra-domain
power efficiency of the domain Dr in the following.

PRr ¼ PCr=SPr ð9Þ

Intuitively, a smaller PRr implies a higher power efficiency of the
domain Dr. Accordingly, the optimization objective of this study is
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to minimize the overall power ratio PR owned by the entire net-
work, which can be described as follows:

Minimize PR¼
XjDj
r¼1

PCr
0þ2�PAP�

XjDj
r¼1

jCRr j
 !

þjICRj
" #( ), XjDj

r¼1

SPr

 !
ð10Þ
3. Algorithm description

3.1. Link cost adjustments

3.1.1. Logical link cost adjustment
As mentioned in Section 1, after we perform the full-meshed

scheme, in the meshed area mapped into the initial domain Dr,
each logical link VLr

x0 ;z0 has a path group with an actual size of
Mð1 6 M 6 KÞ. Consequently, in terms of VLr

x0 ;z0 , the values of num-
ber of physical routing hops VLHr

x0 ;z0 and the traffic load VLTr
x0 ;z0

should be on average of corresponding values owned by its logical
sub-links. Then, we have:

VLHr
x0 ;z0 ¼

PM
m¼1PHr

x0 ;z0 ;m

M
; 8x0; z0 2 BNr ð11Þ

PHr
x0 ;z0 ;m ¼

X
i2BNr[CNr

X
j2BNr[CNr ;j–i

ci;j;r
x0 ;z0 ;m; 8x0; z0 2 BNr ; 8m 2 f1;Mg

ð12Þ

VLTr
x0 ;z0 ¼

PM
m¼1PTr

x0 ;z0 ;m

M
; 8x0; z0 2 BNr ð13Þ

PTr
x0 ;z0 ;m ¼

1
WC �jWj

�
P

i2BNr[CNr

P
j2BNr[CNr ;j–ic

i;j;r
x0 ;z0 ;m �TBi;j

PHr
x0 ;z0 ;m

; 8x0;z0 2BNr ; 8m2f1;Mg

ð14Þ

As mentioned in our previous work [5], the saved power is pro-
portional to both OOO transmission distances and the number of
connection demands carried by lightpath segments. Under this
viewpoint, with aim to make a loose route select more power-effi-
cient logical links, we adjust the logical link cost according to the
following principle:
G2

G3
G10

G11

G

G5

G1

Power Ratio
(PR) of  the

source domain is 0.2

PWithout consideration of link cost adjustments

With consideration of link cost adjustments

PR= 0.01

PR= 0.008

Fig. 4. Instance of power efficiency bene
CostVLr
x0 ;z0
¼ 1

a1 � VLHr
x0 ;z0 þ a2 � VLTr

x0 ;z0
ð15Þ

where, a1 and a2 are routing hop number and traffic load adjust-
ment coefficients, respectively. Meanwhile, the conditions
0 6 a1; a2 6 1 and a1 + a2 = 1 are both satisfied. Eq. (15) tells us
the logical link along with more physical routing hops and higher
traffic load has a lower cost, which makes it tend to be selected dur-
ing the loose route computation.

3.1.2. Inter-domain link cost adjustment
Similarly, in order to let a loose route traverse more power-effi-

cient domains, we need to adjust the inter-domain link cost
according to values of power ratios in its two adjacent domains.
In other words, the higher power efficiency (i.e., lower power ratio)
of adjacent domains, the lower cost is assigned to the correspond-
ing inter-domain link. We can infer that from Eq. (15), once logical
links in a domain are assigned by lower costs, their domain will be
more power efficient. Based on this principle, the inter-domain link
cost is thereby the average cost of logical links from its two adja-
cent domains. Then we have:

Costðr1� ;r2�Þ ¼ d1 �

P
x02BNr1�

P
z02BNr1�

CostVLr1�
x0 ;z0

jVLr1� j
þd2 �

P
x02BNr2�

P
z02BNr2�

CostVLr2�
x0 ;z0

jVLr2� j
ð16Þ

where, r�1 and r�2 are adjacent domain indexes and the condition
1 6 r�1; r

�
2 6 jDj is satisfied. Similarly, d1 and d2 are adjustment coef-

ficients, and both 0 6 d1; d2 6 1 and d1 + d2 = 1 are satisfied.

3.1.3. Power efficiency benefits
We will be further aware of power efficiency benefits made by

link cost adjustments on the logical topology in the following in-
stance. Given a logical topology generated by the full-mesh scheme
in Fig. 4, we first decide the source and the destination border
nodes for the inter-domain connection demand. In the source do-
main, we compute shortest paths from the source node of the in-
ter-domain connection demand to all of border nodes in the
source domain, and wherein, the destination node of the least-cost
path is the source border node of the loose route (G1 in Fig. 4). Sim-
ilarly, we can determine the destination border node, (G7 in Fig. 4)
G9

G13

G12

4

G6

G7

G8

PR of  the
destination

 domain is 0.3

PR= 0.01

PR= 0.009

R= 0.0085

PR= 0.01

PR of 
domain 1 is 0.5

PR of 
domain 2 is 0.015

PR= 0.01
PR= 0.008

fits made by link cost adjustments.
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which is the source node of the least-cost path in the destination
domain. Regardless of link cost adjustments, the final loose route
is G1 ? G4 ? G7 because all of inter-domain links and logical links
have the same cost and the loose route along with the least num-
ber of physical routing hops is our decision. Nevertheless, the
power ratio of the traversed domain (i.e., domain 1 in Fig. 4) is
0.5, which implies that the power efficiency of domain 1 is the
lowest in the whole multi-domain optical network because power
ratios of the others are all smaller than 0.5. On the contrary, after
link cost adjustments, the final loose route G1 ? G3 ? G11 ?
G12 ? G8 ? G7 is determined because its consumed inter-domain
links and logical links have the lowest costs corresponding to the
smallest power ratios (for instance, the logical link (G11, G12)
has the lowest adjusted cost corresponding to the smallest power
ratio 0.0085 in domain 2 and the inter-domain link (G3, G11) has
the lowest adjusted cost because power ratios of its two adjacent
domains are the lowest). As a consequence, the lowest power-
efficient loose route G1 ? G4 ? G7 is not determined and the re-
sult is the overall improved power efficiency for the multi-domain
optical network. We can see that from this instance above, the
adjusted cost of inter-domain link mainly decides which domain
is traversed by the final loose route, while the adjusted cost of
the logical link decides which border node is the ingress or egress
one in each traversed domain.

3.2. Intra-domain integrated grooming

After the loose route is determined, we orderly perform the in-
tra-domain integrated grooming within the source domain, the des-
tination domain and the other traversed domains of the loose route.
Prior to this, it is required to construct an Intra-domain Integrated
Grooming Graph (I2G2) as performed in our previous work [14]
and to compute each shortest path in the Wavelength Integrated
Auxiliary Graph (WIAG) of I2G2 as follows: in view of the source
domain, the shortest path should be found from the source node
of the connection demand to the egress border node (i.e., the source
border node); with regard to the destination domain, the shortest
path should be found from the ingress border node (i.e., the destina-
tion border node) to the destination node of the connection de-
mand; in terms of each traversed domain, its own shortest path
should be found from the ingress border node to the egress border
node. Only if all of shortest paths are successfully found, the intra-
domain integrated grooming can be performed domain-by-domain
and this technique includes two main operations of the intra-
domain hybrid grooming and the intra-domain waveband merging.

3.2.1. Intra-domain hybrid grooming
Take an example of the source domain in Fig. 4, the correspond-

ing physical topology can be found in the lower part of Fig. 3. Then,
the WIAG of the source domain can be constructed by both node-
and link-level mappings from this physical topology as performed
in our previous work [14]. Each virtual node on the Lightpath Vir-
tual Topology (LVT) is connected with its corresponding wave-
length nodes on |W| wavelength planes via virtual links. Based
on the source-domain WIAG, we compute the shortest path from
the virtual node corresponding to the source node, then to the vir-
tual node corresponding to the border node G1 and destined for
the virtual node corresponding to the border node G3. Referenced
by [14], there are four types of paths vary along with the different
network resource states during the phase of executing the intra-
domain hybrid grooming:

(1) The wavelength path on the wavelength plane, and then a
new lightpath will be established on LVT as well as two transceiv-
ers will be consumed. Meanwhile, the number of consumed OXC
ports is 2 � (H + 1), where H is the number of physical routing hops
owned by this wavelength path. The OEO ports are negligible in
this study because wavelength conversions are enabled by trans-
ceivers; (2) the single-hop lightpath segment on LVT, and (3) sev-
eral continuous lightpath segments on LVT. No one transceiver or
transmission port is consumed by these two kinds of paths; (4)
the multi-hop path which is combined with cascade lightpath seg-
ments on LVT and wavelength paths on wavelength planes. In (4),
once a wavelength path is determined, the number of its consumed
OXC ports is also 2 � (H + 1) and two transceivers are used. While
for paths on LVT, no one transceiver or OXC port is consumed.

3.2.2. Intra-domain waveband merging
We update the LVT information in real-time, especially for the

spare bandwidth of established lightpath segments on LVT. Once
a lightpath segment has no remaining bandwidth, we find physical
links of its wavelength path. And then, via link-level mappings,
waveband segments are established on the corresponding wave-
Band Virtual Topology Plane (BVTP) in the waveBand Layered
Graph (BLG) of I2G2. If more than two continuous waveband seg-
ments are overlapped, the current total number of consumed
OXC ports Np should be updated and we have Np = Np � 2 � N0,
where N0 denotes the times of overlapping.

3.2.3. Time complexity analysis
We consider time complexities of routing connection demands

on the high layer logical topology and the corresponding intra-do-
main physical topology in the worst case, respectively. Because we
run the shortest path algorithm, the time complexities described
above are both mainly dependent on the times of running Dijk-
stra’s. In view of the loose route computation on the high layer log-
ical topology, we have the time complexity TC1 =

P
r|BNr|2; while

for the intra-domain hybrid grooming in domain Dr, we have the
time complexity TC2 = (|W| + 1) � (|BNr| + |CNr|)2.

4. Simulation analysis

In Fig. 5, the test topology has the multi-domain structure com-
bined with three small-size regions (i.e., RedIRIS, NSFnet, and
GEANT), each of which has six border nodes. Meanwhile, 9 inter-
domain links are configured in our test topology. Each link has
one unit of physical distance (1 km). The source and destination
nodes of each connection demand are randomly generated and
the required bandwidth is always one granularity unit (i.e., OC-
1). Each connection demand arrives according to an independent
Poisson process with the arrival rate b and the demands’ holding
times is negatively exponentially distributed 1/l, i.e., the network
load is b/l Erlang. In simulations, we set l to 1. If we cannot find
eligible path for the connection demand, this demand is aban-
doned immediately. All simulation results are obtained by generat-
ing up to 103 connection demands. The initial number of available
transceivers on each interior node |T| = 12, and each border node
has enough transceivers (i.e., |T| = 100). The initial number of
available wavelengths on each intra-domain link |W| = 12. The
other parameter settings are: K = 4, Pt = Pgmp = 73 (W) [15],
Pa = 8 W [15], PAP = PTP = 1000 W [15], WC = OC-4, d1 = d2 = 0.5 and
d ¼ 0:25 km. We compare performances of average port cost, total
saved power SP and the overall power ratio PR between the tradi-
tional Multi-Domain Grooming (MDG) [4] and our method known
as Power-Aware Multi-Domain Grooming (PA-MDG). Wherein, PR
can be computed in Eq. (10) and SP is evaluated as follows:

SP ¼
XjDj
r¼1

SPr

 !
ð17Þ

Meanwhile, because the higher power efficiency could be deter-
mined through our link-cost adjustments, the potential negative
effect on the link transmission delay should be checked according
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Fig. 5. The test topology.

Table 1
Optimal adjustment coefficients group.

Arrive
rate
(Erlang)

Optimal
adjustment
coefficients
group

Arrive
rate
(Erlang)

Optimal
adjustment
coefficients
group

Arrive
rate
(Erlang)

Optimal
adjustment
coefficients
group

20 (0.8,0.2) 44 (0.8,0.2) 68 (0.6,0.4)
22 (0.8,0.2) 46 (0.8,0.2) 70 (0.9,0.1)
24 (0.8,0.2) 48 (0.8,0.2) 72 (0.7,0.3)
26 (0.8,0.2) 50 (0.7,0.3) 74 (0.7,0.3)
28 (0.8,0.2) 52 (0.9,0.1) 76 (0.7,0.3)
30 (0.6,0.4) 54 (0.7,0.3) 78 (0.9,0.1)
32 (0.6,0.4) 56 (0.7,0.3) 80 (0.8,0.2)
34 (0.6,0.4) 58 (0.9,0.1) 82 (0.9,0.1)
36 (0.9,0.1) 60 (0.9,0.1) 84 (0.9,0.1)
38 (0.9,0.1) 62 (0.6,0.4) 86 (0.9,0.1)
40 (0.9,0.1) 64 (0.9,0.1) 88 (0.9,0.1)
42 (0.9,0.1) 66 (0.9,0.1) 90 (0.9,0.1)
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to compared results between our PA-MDG and the traditional
MDG. In this paper, the link transmission delay per 1 km is 5 ls
[16]. Therefore, the total transmission delay can be evaluated as
follows:

x �
XjDj
r¼1

X
y2W

X
x2BNr[CNr

X
z2BNr[CNr ;z–x

Hy;x;z

 !
ð18Þ

Similarly, in order to check whether our link-cost adjustments
make the negative effect on the network throughout, we compare
the performance of blocking ratio between our PA-MDG and the
traditional MDG method.

4.1. Optimal adjustment coefficients group

By means of simulations, the optimal group of adjustment coef-
ficients (a1, a2) can be observed when the most power-efficient
network status is determined in our PA-MDG. When the arrival
rate b is given, we have the different overall power efficiency val-
ues varied from the different groups of adjustment coefficients set-
tings (i.e., the range of the routing hop number adjustment
coefficient a1 is from 0.1 to 0.9 and the traffic load adjustment
coefficient a2 is from 0.9 to 0.1). The simulation results in Table 1
demonstrate that, the different arriving rates provide various opti-
mal groups of adjustment coefficients. Foremost, in each optimal
group, the value of a1 is usually bigger than 0.5. It implies that,
the power efficiency is more inclined to be effected by the number
of physical routing hops not the traffic load.

4.2. Port savings

When optimal groups of adjustment coefficients are given
(numbers beside red arrows in Fig. 6), we compare the Average
Port Cost (APC), which is the ratio of the total port cost over the
number of accepted connection demands, between our PA-MDG
regardless of the waveband merging and our PA-MDG along with
the waveband merging. In this part, we assume each OXC port
has one unit of cost. The simulation results in Fig. 6 tell us that,
our PA-MDG with considering the waveband merging is able to
provide the further reduction of OXC ports because it continuingly
merges several established lightpath segments into the waveband
tunnel along with at least two physical routing hops and this port
savings is further overall improved with increasing values of
waveband granularities (waveband granlarity means the most
number of wavelengths that can be merged into each waveband
tunnel).

4.3. Power efficiency

When optimal groups of adjustment coefficients are given
(numbers beside red arrows in Fig. 7), the overall power ratio is
compared between our PA-MDG and the traditional MDG
algorithm [4] in Fig. 7. The simulation results tell us that, the
overall power ratio is lower than do the traditional MDG approach.
In other words, exploiting our method determines the higher
power efficiency. The reason for this is that, by means of our link
cost adjustments, each loose route is able to traverse over the most
power-efficient domains and to consume the most power-efficient
logical links. Accordingly, our PA-MDG thereby saves more power
compared with the traditional MDG algorithm, which can be
observed in Fig. 8.

4.4. Average delay comparison

When optimal groups of adjustment coefficients are given
(numbers beside red arrows in Fig. 9), we compare the average
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transmission delay, which is the ratio of the total transmission
delay over the number of accepted connection demands, between
our PA-MDG and the traditional MDG. The simulation results
demonstrate that our link cost adjustments have slightly negative
effect on the average transmission delay becasue the shortest path
is not always determined in our method. While several lightpath
segments can be merged into a waveband and their transmission
delays can be negligible in the offline state, then the negative effect
above can be controled to a certain range and it can be improved
with increasing values of waveband granularities.
4.5. Blocking ratio

When optimal groups of adjustment coefficients are given, we
compare the blocking ratio, which is the ratio of the total number
of accepted connection demands over the total number of arrived
connection demands, between our PA-MDG and the traditional
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MDG. We can see that in Fig. 10, in the lower network load, our
method still keeps non-blocking performances in the face of the
slightly negative effect caused by our link cost adjustments.

5. Conclusion

This work has addressed reasonable network resource assign-
ments to improve the overall power efficiency in the case of multi-
ple domains and presented a novel multi-domain integrated
grooming that includes power ratio optimization, hybrid grooming
and waveband merging. Our method not only has advantages of the
higher power efficiency from utilizing the hybrid grooming and the
higher port savings from utilizing the waveband merging, but also
improves network resource assignments by designing the quantita-
tive model for the overall power ratio. Based on the quantitative
model above, we have performed link cost adjustments according
to the number of physical routing hops and the traffic load, which
makes the loose route traverse over the most power-efficient
domains and logical links. In simulations, we have played the
particular emphasis on the power efficiency, the total saved power,
the average port cost, the average transmission delay and the block-
ing ratio of the whole network and taken the following conclusions:
(1) the power efficiency is more inclined to be effected by the
number of physical routing hops not the traffic load; (2) our method
is more power- and port-cost-efficient in multi-domain IP over
WDM networks at the slightly additional cost of the transmission
delay. Therefore, our method provides valuable references of
supporting the green grooming tailed for inter-domain services.
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